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19 Introduction 
In this paper, several methods for solving problems of heat flow will be shown. A 
number of examples will be worked out in order to show the practicality of these 
methods. Finally, the methods will be applied to real data to confirm their practicality 
and validity. 
A quantitative description of heat being transferred through a medium, or from 
one medium to another, is not a trivial matter. The mathematics involved can be rather 
complicated. There have been several methods devised for describing and quantifying 
heat flow. The methods that are described in this paper are an analytical calculation of 
heat conduction using Fourier's method, a method of numerical analysis, and the Crank- 
Nicolson finite difference technique. Each of these methods is useful and has its 
strengths in practicality and precision 
A number of theoretical problems are devised to show the strategies taken in 
applying these methods of calculation to circumstances in the natural world. The 
following will explore the problems of calculating a geothermal gradient, calculating the 
time required for partial melting to progress a certain distance through country rock using 
Fourier analysis and numerical analysis, and calculating the temperature gradients in a 
cooling lava lake using Fourier's method, numerical analysis, and the Crank-Nicolson 
finite difference technique. 
Once these techniques are shown to produce valid results, the geometry can be 
slightly changed inorder to apply the analysis to cooling dikes of varying widths. In the 
final part of this paper, the diffusion equation which is derived from Fourier's equation is 
Jg used to calculate the time from emplacement to solidification for a series of dikes known 
1 
((a as the Egersund Dikes which are located in southwest Norway. The resulting times can 
then be compared to results of calculations made using different properties, data, and 
methods entirely. 
Methods 
Heat transfer can be a complicated subject, which involves considerable 
mathematics. Only specific derivations will be used here, which are helpful for solving 
the problem of dike cooling. The derivations can be somewhat complicated, but the 
results are easily used and helpful for a variety of geologic problems. 
Heat can be transferred in three different ways. The first method, conduction, 
involves the transference of kinetic energy from one atom or molecule to the next in 
order to transmit thermal energy. The second method of heat transfer is convection. This 
10 is the process of physically moving heated material from hotter to cooler regions within a 
system. The third method is radiation. Here, energy is transferred directly from one 
place to another by electromagnetic radiation (Philpotts 1990). 
The methods described in this paper will be dealing only with conduction. This is 
the most important factor controlling the cooling of most igneous bodies and especially 
dikes. Convection will play a more important role, generally, in larger bodies of magma. 
Radiation, also, is generally insignificant in the applications discussed here. Diffusion is 
the mechanism of heat conduction and it is therefore described by the d~ffusion equation, 
which will be described and derived. The following is a brief discussion of the derivation 
of the equations that are used for these conduction calculations as described by Philpotts 
(1 990). 
General Theory 
The most basic model for heat conduction is that of two parallel plates where one 
plate is cooler than the other, and therefore heat is transferred. If the difference in 
a 
temperature is AT, and the plates are separated by a distance Ax, then the amount of heat 
Q that is transferred from one plate to the other over area A is given by 
where Q is directly proportional to the difference in temperature and the time during 
which heat flows, and inversely proportional to the distance between the plates. The 
constant of proportionality K is the thermal conductivity. 
When the plates are moved closer together, the limiting factor dT/dx is the 
thermal gradient at that point. If the thermal gradient is taken in the direction of heat 
flow, i t  will be negative. The rate of heat flow is a positive number and can be found by 
differentiating equation (I) ,  
If this rate of heat flow is taken across a unit area it is known as the heat flux and is given 
by, 
Now, using thermal conductivity, we know the rate at which heat can be 
transferred into, or out of a substance. However, it is not useful, practically, to know the 
measure of heat flow. It is more useful in geologic problems to know how much the 
temperature of the material changes as a result of this flow of heat. 
In order to find the temperature change it is necessary to use the factor of the heat 
capacity of the material. Heat capacity C, is defined as the amount of heat necessary to 
raise the temperature of a unit mass of a substance by one degree at a constant pressure. 
The amount of heat needed to raise the temperature of a unit volume of the substance by 
one degree is C,p where p is the density of the material. 
Now, if K which is the quantity of heat that flows in unit time through unit area of 
119 a plate of unit thickness with unit temperature difference between its faces is divided by 
C,p which is the amount of heat that must flow into the unit volume for its temperature to 
be raised one degree the result is the change of temperature produced in the unit volume 
by the quantity of heat that flows. 
order to determine the change in temperature that is caused by an influx of heat. Most 
roclts and magmas have a thermal diffusivity of 10 -~m~/s .  
Conduction Across a Plane Contact 
The first model to consider after the theoretical model of the two plates is that of heat 
being conducted across a plane contact. This has useful geological applications such as 
the contact between any magmatic body and the surrounding country rock, or even the 
contact between magma and air. It is assumed here that the contact is nearly planar. 
The boundary conditions must first be taken into account. The magma is initially 
emplaced with a temperature of To. The country rock is usually taken to be 0°C. This is 
generally close enough to the true temperature so that the calculations are not effected 
drastically and makes the calculations easier. However, in order to use the actual country 
rock temperature, the temperature scale only needs to be adjusted up or down 
$0 accordingly. The point where the temperature of the country rock remains constant 
moves a greater distance away from the contact after intrusion. Likewise, the intrusion is 
wide enough that magma remains inside the body at the initial temperature 'To and the 
distance from the contact to the area with this temperature increases with time. 
Eventually, with time, no magma with the initial temperature will remain. This amount 
of time depends on the size of the intrusion. At this time the boundary conditions will 
change and so will the approach to the problem. The distance from the contact in either 
direction will be denoted as x. Negative values of x will be into the country rock, and 
positive is in the intrusive body. So, initially TITo will be 1 for x>O, and O for x<O. As 
t ~ m e  progresses, TITo will continue to tend toward these values. 
In order to determine the temperature T, at a distance x, at time t after intrusion, a 
"ki derlvation of Fourier's conduction equation (3) is used. This derivation is rather involved 
@ and is worked out by Carslaw and Jaeger (1959). The solution assumes that the thermal 
diffusivity k of the magma and the country rock are the same. This is a reasonable 
9 
assumption and the solution given is 
Here erf represents the error function. Values for the error function can be found in 
tables of many texts and computed by many computer programs. Philpotts (1990) gives a 
set of equations that can be used to estimate error function values if a table or recent 
computat~onal software is not available. 
It is seen by this equation that the temperature of the country rock at the contact $0 (1.e. x = 0) can never be more than ?h of the initial temperature To of the magma as long 
as the boundary conditions do not change. 
Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) give a solut~on for the temperature through a sheet llke 
intrusion with thickness 2a (half-width of a) where distance x 1s measured from the center 
of the body. 
This equation is the diffusion equation, and can be applied to a variety of problems, such 
as changes in composition of exsolution lamellae, by changing the coefficient in order to 
solve for a different property such as chemical composition in this case. 
:iUb 
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@ Numerical Analysis 
Sometimes, calculations of heat transfer cannot be carried out in the ways 
described above. Many heat flow problems are too complicated and do not have an exact 
solution that can be found analytically. Problems such as these need to be solved using a 
numerical analysis. In this method, the material of interest is broken down into small 
volumes or cells. The heat flow through each of these cells can be solved using Fourier 
analysis. In this method though, the volumes are not taken to infinitely small sizes in 
order to arrive at a differential equation. The size of each cell remains finite. The heat 
flow through each cell is in the end summed to find the heat transfer through the body. In 
most cases, sufficiently accurate results can be found with a reasonably low n ~ ~ m b e r  of 
cells. Of course though, the more cells that are used at smaller sizes, the closer the result 
I h i "  will be to the exact solution of the differential equation. 
I i- 
The heat flow through a body is assumed to flow in only one direction due to the 
extent of the magma body. For example, t h ~ s  direction would be horizontally from the 
center to the outside surface in a vertical dike, straight out into the country rock from a 
large batholith, or straight up in the z direction toward the surface in a lava lake. The 
heat that flows through each cell is designated Ql. The physical properties are included 
for each cell. These include thermal conductivity K,, thermal diffusivity k,, heat capacity 
C,, density p,, and volume V,. 
According to Fourier's law (I),  the quantity of heat that flows from cell (i+l) to 
I cell i is 
where At is the time involved. 
The change in heat content of any cell is equal to the amount of heat that comes 
into the cell minus the amount of heat that flows out of the cell, plus any change in heat 
that is caused by outside sources or sinks Q,*. Sources may include heat of 
crystallization, and sinks could include heat used in evaporation of water. This 
relationship holds due to the conservation of thermal energy. The change in heat content 
of a cell is then shown as 
Now the change in temperature is needed to make things useful. The heat 
capacity per cell will be CipiVi. When this is divided by the change in heat content AQ, 
we get the change in temperature of the cell ATi. Then the change in temperature is 
expressed as 
Crank-Nicolson Finite Difference Technique 
Another method of solving heat flow problems is the finite difference technique, 
which was developed by Crank and Nicolson in 1947. The technique has many 
' 5  
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applications including problems of heat sources and sinks, and problems considering 
fa movement of the mass under consideration (Philpotts 1990). Here, only the one 
directional heat conduction application will be explored. 
Fourier's equation for the conduction of heat in one dlrectlon can be wrltten as 
I This equation shows that the temperature is a function of both time and distance. What 
the Crank-Nicolson finite difference method does is to put these two variables on a grid. 
On this grid, the number of increments of dz and dt are represented by m and n, 
respectively. Given a temperature at any point on this grid, such as T,,,, the temperature 
at any adjoining point on the grid such as T,+l,n can be shown by a Taylor series 
@ expansion. The points are relatively close, so only the first few terms of the expansion 
are needed. These expansions for several points that are near the given point, along with 
some variations of Fourier's equation, and some further manipulation, which is given In 
Philpotts (1990), leads to 
This equation gives the temperature at a point in terms of four temperatures that 
are at points that differ from it by one finite difference in space and one finite difference 
in time. Use of this equation requires and establishment of boundary conditions. The 
values of dt and dz must be set so that k d t / ( d ~ ) ~  = 1. 
Applications 
Geothermal Gradient 
The first problem that these methods of calculation can be applied to is that of 
i constructing a geotherm. This is a fairly simple, but useful problem and application. As 
depth into the crust increases, so does the temperature of the rocks. This is due to the 
heat that is being conducted out of the Earth's center. In order to determine how 
temperature will increase with depth, calculations must be made to find the amount of 
heat that is conducted through each layer of the Earth. This increase in temperature with 
depth is not linear and not constant. 
The following is an example that works out problem 1-4 from Philpotts. We start 
with a model of a multi-layered Earth. In this example there are assumed to be three 
" 
layers of different thickness in the continental lithosphere. The surface heat flow is g~ven 
as 46 mw/rn2. The three layers in this problem are given the following properties. 
In order to solve this problem we need to work backwards. The heat flux coming 
into the bottom of the first layer is that which is coming out of the top of the second layer 
' ti, and the heat flux coming into the bottom of the second layer is that which is coming out 
K (W/mK) 
2.5 1 
2.5 1 
3.35 
Layer 
1 
2 
3 
Thickness (krn) 
10 
3 0 
60 
A ( C 1 ~ / m - 3 )  
2.1 
0.26 
0.0 
(, D of the top of the third layer. Knowing the surface heat flux Ht, the heat flux at the bottom 
of layer two Hb is found by 
(Ht - A)*z (12) 
Now, knowing the heat flow through the bottom of the first layer, or i n  other 
words, through the top of the second layer, the heat flow through the bottom of the 
second layer, or the top of the third layer can be calculated in the same way. 
Now the geothermal gradient can be calculated through each of these layers using 
the Taylor series expansion. The temperature at the surface of the earth is taken to be 
0°C. The temperature T, at any depth z in the first layer can be given by 
The temperature at z = 10 km, or the base of the first layer is found to be 
141.434OC. This is now used as the temperature at the surface of the second layer to 
determine the geothermal gradient through the second layer in the same way. 
1 T, = 141.434 + (0.025lK) * (r-10) * 1000 - (ARK) * ((z-10) * 1000)~ ( 14) 
The temperature at the base of layer two (z = 40 km) is found to be 393.625. The 
third layer is taken to be the bottom of the region in this problem, so there will be no heat 
coming in from below it. Because of this, the Taylor series expansion reduces to only the 
first two terms and is linear. 
The geothermal gradient changes for each layer because of the amount of heat 
that is added into it from the layer below. Because the temperature is the same at the top 
ii (" of one layer and the bottom of the layer below it ,  the traces of the gradients can be pleced 
together into one curve. This is shown in figure 1.  The resulting temperatures are given 
with respective depths in appendix A. 
Geotherm 
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0 200 400 600 800 
figure 1 
i ( ?  Partial Melting Calculation 
Continuous contact of magma with country rocks can cause partial melting in the 
country rocks. When this is the case, the heat flow will occur in such a manner as 
described in the equations above. The given parameters of this problem are from 
problem number 5-7 of Philpotts. The contact temperature is given to be 1000°C. The 
country rocks are at a temperature of 100°C prior to intrusion of the magma. The country 
rocks will begin melting at 700°C. The thermal diffusivity, as usual, is assumed to be 
10 'rn2/s. Latent heat of crystallization is ignored in this problem, as it will be in the 
following problems. 
The problem then is to determine how long it will take under these conditions for 
partial melting to occur 2m from the contact into the country rock. The temperature of 
the country rock is adjusted from 100°C to O°C and then the partial melting temperature is 
i '/ 
adjusted the same amount from 700°C to 600°C. Then, the contact temperature IS also 
adjusted from 1000°C to 900°C. The initial temperature To is then assumed to be twice 
this amount or 1800°C because the contact temperature remains constant throughout the 
duration of the problem. Now, we use equation (5) to solve the problem. First we find 
that 
T,/T, = 600/1800 = 0.333 and so erf(X/2Jkt) = 0.333 
Therefore, '12 Jkt = -0.304 
,P Then x is taken to be -2 because the distance is measured into the country rock, so by 
' f 
I 
solving for t, it is found that t = 1.082*107 or 125.24 days. This is how long it would be 
after the initial intrusion of the magma for the country rock 2m from the contact to 
partially melt. 
Cooling of a Lava Lake 
The equations that were derived previously in this paper will now be applied to a 
magma-cooling problem. The first of these cooling problems that will be discussed is the 
scenario of a cooling lava lake that is in contact with the air. The example discussed here 
IS problem 5-8 from Philpotts. 
The given parameters are those of a cooling basaltic lava lake. The initial 
temperature of the lava is 1200°C. The air temperature, and therefore the upper surface 
of the lava lake is 25OC. The thermal diffusivity of the basaltic magma and solid crust is 
i : 
10"m2/s. In this problem, the latent heat of crystallization will be ~gnored. 
In this problem, the air can be thought of,ln the same way as country rock. 
Therefore, equation (5) can be used to solve it. The contact temperature or the surface of 
I 
I 
the lava lake remains constant at 25OC. The key to solving this problem is to adjust the 
temperatures correctly. We will find the temperature gradients in the upper I m of this 
lake at one-hour intervals for each of the first five hours of cooling. 
The initial temperature To is taken to be 2350°C, which is 1 150°C higher than the 
actual temperature. The temperature T then at any time t, and depth z, is given as 
T = To [ Y2 + ?h erf [z/(2 i 1<*3600)]] (1 6) 
The resulting gradients change as each hour passes. 
figure 2 
It is shown in figure 2 how the temperature inmaset3 at a given depth with time at 
intervals of one hour. An example of the spreadsheet used is given in appendix B. 
Cooling of a Lava Lake Numerical Method 
This same problem can also be solved using the numerical method. Here, just as 
described above, the lava is divided into cells in the direction of increasing depth. In this 
example, the parameters we the same as those used in the previous example. However, 
this time the cdculations will be made for time intervals on the hour up to eight hours. 
This problem hi best solved using a spmdsheet due to the nature of the math. 
The tempatwe of each cell at a given time is affected by the cells adjacent to it. 
Initially, at T4, the cells are set up so that cell 1, which is the cell that is taken to be 
immediately above the surface of the lake, is at 250C and the miit of the cells are 1200°C. 
As time immses, the cells inside tbe lava will decrease, but cell one remains at 2S°C 
because it is above the surface. 
For conservation of enetgy, the cells must follow equation (8). In this example 
though, the latent heat of cqstallization is ignored so the change in heat in any cell is the 
amount gained from below minus the amount lost through the top. The tmgmahm 
change is the mount of heat flow divided by the heat capacity. So them the tempersture 
for any cell is given for the ith cell as 
The t e m p e m  distribution with depth turns out to be very similar to the previous 
example. The results are shown here in figure 3. With an increased number of cells, the 
numerical analysis will approach the exact solution. An example of the spreadsheet used 
is given in appendix C. 

Partial Melting Calculation Finite Difbmw Method 
Now that a spreadsheet has been established for using the finite difference 
Methad, the problem of partid melting that was discussed above can be solved in the 
same way. Now the ternpahues of the cocks at the contact are lm rather than 25OC 
&at was used in the previous example. At time t=O, every point but the contact wiU be at 
lwC because this is the initi J t e m p e m  of the country m L  In this example, the 
temperature is increasing in the country rock with distance from the contact and time 
arince magma emplacement, rather than decreasing in the magrm However, the method 
holds for both. 
plso, notice that a distance of 2m, the temperature is 703T at 127 days. This 
is consistent with the results of 70O0C at 125.24 days that were owned by calculating 
this time ahve. An exolmpIe of the spreadsbet with results is given in appendix E. 
figures 
At this point, a number of methods have been discussed and shown to work in 
several examples. The true test and purpose of any geologic problem is to apply it to 
physical circumstances in the real world. Due to the nature of geology, there are usually 
a number of ways to approach solving a certain problem. 
In the following example, the previously discussed methods will be applied to the 
Egersund Dikes in southwest Norway. By applying these calculations we can hope to 
know more about the nature of the emplacement of these dikes, or at least solidify ideas 
about the dikes that are the results of different lines of study. 
The Egersund Dikes are emplaced in a swarm, cutting Precambrian country rock 
along N70W trending faults. The age of the dikes is 630-650 ma as determined by 
isotope dating. Field data suggests that the fault zone is associated with rifting that 
occurred prior to the opening of the Iapetus Oqean. Many olivine crystals and glassy 
margins are present in the dikes (Barton and Miller 1991). 
Because the conditions of a cooling dike are not too complicated, the diffusion 
equation can be used to find exact results. In describing the conditions as not 
complicated, it is meant that the boundary conditions can be easily determined, and the 
geometry of the situation is simple and straightforward. 
As in any of the applications that have been shown above, the first step that needs 
to be talten when approaching this problem is to set up some boundary conditions. One 
of the most important parameters that needs to be known for these calculations is the 
initial temperature of the magma TO. Due to studies of the petrology and composition of 
i;^ the dikes, it can be assumed that the magma was about 1200°C at the time of intrusion. 
This is a very reasonable assumption for magma temperature, and is consistent with the 
temperature that has been used in the previous examples. 
Furthermore, it is observed in thin sections of rocks from this location that there is 
glassy texture present near the contacts of the dike and the country rock. This is evidence 
that the dikes were very near or at the surface of the Earth at the time of their 
emplacement. The dikes were, in other words, not inserted at depth and then later 
brought to the surface. If this had been the case then the cooling that would have taken 
place at the edges of the dike would have been slower because of the warmer country 
rocks at depth that are a result of the geothermal gradient that was discussed earlier. Due 
to this, it can be assumed that the temperature of the country rocks was close enough to 
e 
0°C so that no adjustments need to be made to the temperatures as was done in the first ( r  
problem above on partial melting. 
-6 2 The thermal diffusivity k, is taken to be 10 m Is. This is a standard value, that 
can safely be used for most all rocks and magmas. It is used in most texts as well 
(Carslaw and Jaeger, Turcotte and Schubert, Philpotts). 
The result that is being looked for in these applications is the time t that these 
dikes took to solidify. The temperatures at which the magma reached solidification have 
been obtained previously by Dr. Michael Barton. For the majority of the following 
examples this temperature is taken to be 1000°C. This equation solves for TITo. 
Because we want to take this relationship to the point of solidification, T here will be 
1000°C and as mentioned above, To will be 1200°C. Then, the value on the left side of 
J equation (6) will be 0.8333 
The only variables left to assign in this equation are a and x. These are both 
measures of distance. The first, a is the half width of the dike. The second, x is the 
dlstance from the center of the dike measured, starting at the center and increasing 
outward. 
The graphs that will be shown for these cooling relationships will be plotted with 
TITo on the y-axis and xla on the x-axis. Therefore, where xla is equal to 1, this is the 
edge of the dike where the contact exists with the country rock. 
Now that each variable has been assigned, the way that the calculations were done 
was by taking a time t in seconds and solving the equation for TITo with an incremental 
list of x values to a reasonable distance from the dike. This produces a curve with the 
highest temperature ratio at the center of the dike and decreasing outward. This step is 
repeated with different time values until the time is found where the maximum 
temperature ratio at the middle of the dike is 0.8333, or in other words the temperature T 
at the center is 1000°C and the entire dike is solid. This time t then, is the amount of time 
that it took for this dike to solidify from the time of emplacement. 
It 1s important to note that in these calculations, as in the previous examples, the 
latent heat of crystallization is not included. This is the heat that is produced within the 
dike while solidification is taking place and crystals form. If this latent heat were to be 
included, the time of solidification would be slowed slightly, but not significantly. 
Measurements were made in the field of the widths of these dikes. The wldths 
ranged from 2 ft for the thinnest dike to 9 m for the thickest dike. These widths are 
divided by two to give the value of a. The calculations described here were done for a 
variety of dike widths within this range. Fairly small increments of x were used so as to I ,< 
p t  as smooth a curve as possible, producing a rather large number of data points for each 
curve. Due to the large number of calculations done for each plot, it is necamy to use 
some sort of spreoldsheet or computational software. Hem Matlab was used to carry out 
the calculations and plotting. 
The fimt plot, figure 6, was done for a dike of width 2 fL The value of a then is 
half of that and must be converted to llzetem. As shown he=, the time that was needed 
for the center of the dike to reach lOOm was only 10 hours. 
fi-6 
The next plot, figure 7, was done for a bit larger dike where the half-width was I 
m. By solving the equation for increasing values of t, it was found that the d i b  of this 
size solidified after 80 hours or 3 113 days. For this dike the plot is shown only going in 
one direction frum the center outwad It is a s s d  for all dikes that these p@es  
would be the same throughout, and therefore, the graph would be symmetrical on the 
other sib. It is not nVmto plot both sides of the dike in order to h o w  when the 
center reaches a temperature of ~ol i~cation.  
Next, another larger dike is considered in figm 8. This dike has a half-width of 2 
m. Now, the solidification time has increased to 300 hours, which is 12.5 days and still 
pretty fast. This plot is also shown only for half of the dike. Note that in each me, the 
tempemme at the contact (xla) =mains consrant throughout solidification at a b u t  
600°C. 
arK v. Tflo for a=2m 
The next graph, which is figure 9, shows the calculations for the 1-t d h  that 
was measured in the area This dike was 9 naeters moss. As shown here, the time 
needed for this dike to solidify is 1500 hours or 62.5 days. 
f 
This mdt is a bit suspect. The time that has b n  arrivd at seems a bit long 
when looking at thin sections of this dike. The textms present in this dike suggest that it 
# 
cooled more rapidly than this. Calculations were done again for the dike of this width 
with the parameters changed a bit. It is possible that the initial te- of the magma 
was lower than f 2WC, and that the tern- of solidification cwld have also been 
Iowa as well. This set of calculations waii done with the initial tempatum at 1 lrn, 
and the solidification ternpatwe at 950%. The T& vdw to stop st is now 0.86363, so 
the time that was &ermined was a bit s h e  at 1300 hours. 
These values for solidification times reflect the history of these dikes and are 
consistent with other findings. The times that have been determined here are all quite 
- 
short. Even the t h e  for the large dike is still ~latively fast for solidification of a dike of 
this size. These rapid oooling times support the idea that W dikes were e m p l d  very 
near if not at the Earth's surface. These calculated cooling times and the glassy textures 
pmsent in the rocks agme with tach other on this point. 
In addition to these observed textures, &he data is consistent with calculations of a 
different kind Dr. Michael Barton has made calculstions to determine the time that these 
dikes took to solidify as well, but went about it in a different manner. These dikes 
contain olivine crystals. The growth rate of these crystals is known to be lo4 cm/see2. 
With this growth rate, and the measured diameters of crystals from these drkes which 
I 
have been obtained from thin sections, the time that these crystals took to grow can easily 
be calculated. These times were obtained from crystals near the centers of dikes of the 
sizes used here. The results were within the same order of magnitude with the time 
measured in seconds and in some cases were quite close. Correlation of the results from 
these two different methods shows that the both of them are reasonable approaches to this 
problem and can be used to check each other. 
Conclusions 
It has been found that while these calculations are fairly simple in practice, it is 
very important to understand why they are being used and how they have been derived. 
The procedures are of no use if the boundary conditions are not correct. One cannot 
correctly determine the boundary conditions without understanding the equations being 
used. Also, the differences between the methods described must be understood in order 
to choose the correct one to use. 
Another benefit of understanding the methods presented in t h ~ s  paper 1s the abil~ty 
to be better prepared in the field. If some of these calculations have been run through 
prior to a trip in the field to observe a dike system, the geologist can have some idea as to 
what observations might be expected. In other words when observing a dike i f  one were 
to know roughly what temperatures the different parts of the dike were at while it was 
forming and approximately how long it took to form, then the observer would be more 
informed as to what type of textures, mineral compositions and other properties to expect. 
It can seem like a daunting task to take on calculations of heat conduction. It may 
seem like too much trouble to go through just to shed a little light on another subject. 
However, once the basic principles are mastered, calculations of heat conduction by 
diffusion can be found to be useful. The applications lie in a wide variety of different 
problems. Also, because of the many applications of the diffusion equation itself, i t  can 
be an extremely useful tool for a range of fields of study. 
Appendix A 
Geothermal Gradient 
Feet Degrees (C) 
1 17.90837 
2 34.98008 
3 51.21514 
4 66.61355 
5 81.1753 
6 94.9004 
7 107.7888 
8 119.8406 
9 131.0558 
10 141.4343 
11 151.3427 
12 161.1474 
13 170.8486 
14 180.4463 
15 189.9403 
16 199.3307 
17 208.6176 
18 217.8008 
19 226.8805 
20 235.8566 
21 244.7291 
22 253.498 
23 262.1634 
24 270.7251 
25 279.1833 
26 287.5379 
27 295.7889 
28 303.9363 
29 31 1.9801 
30 319.9204 
31 327.757 
32 335.4901 
33 343.1 196 
34 350.6455 
35 358.0678 
36 365.3865 
37 372.6016 
38 379.7132 
39 386.7212 
40 393.6255 
41 398.6996 
42 403.7743 
43 408.8489 
44 413.9235 

i Appendix B 
z (m) y (Ihr) t ( Ihr) erf(y) T (Ihr) y (2hr) t (2hr) erf(y) T (2hr) 
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Appendix C 
 
5-9 
 
cell # Depth(cm) 0hr 1hr 2hr 3hr 4hr 5hr 6hr 7hr 8hr 
1 0 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25
2 10 1200 1094.25 1007.535 935.5721 875.1578 823.8763 779.8908 741.7927 708.4924
3 30 1200 1200 1190.483 1174.874 1155.521 1134.025 1111.469 1088.583 1065.845
4 50 1200 1200 1200 1199.143 1197.036 1193.56 1188.751 1182.732 1175.658
5 70 1200 1200 1200 1200 1199.923 1199.67 1199.149 1198.287 1197.032
6 90 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1199.993 1199.965 1199.894 1199.759
7 110 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1199.999 1199.996 1199.987
8 130 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
9 150 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
10 170 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
11 190 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
 
Appendix D 
 
5-10 
 
Depth 
(m) 0h .5h 1.0h 1.5h 2.0h 2.5h 3.0h 3.5h 4.0h 4.5h 5.0h 
0 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 25 
0.042 1200 570.3194 472.9075 392.8965 348.8252 315.9753 291.7441 272.5547 256.9967 244.0233 233.0026
0.085 1200 1031.278 810.3523 711.2337 634.0671 579.8342 537.1423 503.0766 474.9103 451.1828 430.8276
0.127 1200 1154.791 1043.391 935.7397 858.8072 795.729 745.1207 702.8868 667.2028 636.5082 609.7765
0.17 1200 1187.886 1144.049 1077.324 1012.604 956.4102 907.0963 864.2322 826.5922 793.3476 763.7478
0.212 1200 1196.754 1181.26 1148.903 1106.967 1064.137 1023.398 985.5227 950.7564 918.9232 889.7835
0.255 1200 1199.13 1193.974 1180.265 1157.676 1129.858 1100.23 1070.533 1041.668 1014.084 987.9542
0.297 1200 1199.767 1198.116 1192.782 1182.053 1166.274 1147.109 1126.101 1104.293 1082.365 1060.745
0.339 1200 1199.938 1199.423 1197.466 1192.803 1184.758 1173.589 1160.054 1144.916 1128.792 1112.149
0.382 1200 1199.983 1199.826 1199.138 1197.241 1193.465 1187.51 1179.496 1169.774 1158.737 1146.748
0.424 1200 1199.996 1199.948 1199.714 1198.98 1197.32 1194.372 1189.97 1184.154 1177.085 1168.967
0.467 1200 1199.999 1199.985 1199.907 1199.634 1198.942 1197.569 1195.304 1192.043 1187.785 1182.597
0.509 1200 1200 1199.996 1199.97 1199.872 1199.595 1198.988 1197.887 1196.162 1193.738 1190.598
0.552 1200 1200 1199.999 1199.991 1199.956 1199.849 1199.592 1199.083 1198.216 1196.908 1195.104
0.594 1200 1200 1200 1199.997 1199.985 1199.945 1199.841 1199.615 1199.201 1198.531 1197.549
0.636 1200 1200 1200 1199.999 1199.995 1199.981 1199.94 1199.846 1199.66 1199.34 1198.844
0.679 1200 1200 1200 1200 1199.999 1199.994 1199.98 1199.946 1199.876 1199.75 1199.546
0.721 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 
 
 
 
 
Appendix E 
h 
Dist. (m) 0 days 12 days 23 days 35 days 46 days 58days 69 days 
0 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
1 100 582.3085 656.921 9 718.2069 751.9636 777.1252 795.6851 
2 100 229.2342 398.4536 474.3741 533.4804 575.0203 607.7202 
3 100 134.6282 21 9.9556 302.41 21 361.3389 409.6536 448.41 67 
4 100 109.2786 142.856 193.9648 243.5363 286.5775 324.3489 
5 100 102.4862 1 14.354 139.1 374 171.2567 204.061 235.2644 
6 100 100.6662 104.61 51 1 15.1 136 132.41 2 153.71 82 176.41 29 
7 100 100.1 784 101.441 8 105.521 4 11 3.7325 125.8226 140.5036 
8 100 100.0476 100.4384 101.91 85 105.4861 11 1.6741 120.2093 
9 100 100.01 19 100.121 5 100.5892 102.1 01 1 105.04 109.4708 
10 100 100 100 100 101 102 104 
81 days 93days 104days 116days 127days 139days 150days 
1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 
810.3832 822.2998 832.2367 840.6779 847.9659 854.34 859.9767 
633.81 27 655.3865 673.5604 689.1 51 3 702.7121 71 4.6481 725.2589 
480.7655 508.0974 531.6077 552.083 570.1 21 5 586.1 651 600.5537 
357.1 804 386.01 02 41 1.4736 434.1 468 454.4758 472.8243 489.4833 
264.2748 290.903 31 5.2863 337.61 358.0886 376.9222 394.2923 
199.1 571 221.2643 242.3971 262.4226 281.3091 299.0794 31 5.782 
156.5857 173.2937 190.1 052 206.689 222.849 238.4579 253.4559 
130.5633 142.1 902 154.5693 167.3671 180.297 193.1 459 205.81 63 
1 15.6931 123.1 884 131.6899 140.9841 150.666 160.61 07 170.7405 
108 112 118 124 131 138 146 
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